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Two-dimensional systems are considered as a generalization f ordinary concept in 
systems theory, and the unsolvability of some decision problems on the systems are 
shown. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [1], Windeknecht has developed a beautiful theory of general dynamical processes 
which is based on the concept of T-process. T-processes mean, roughly speaking, 
a set of functions whose domain is a linearly ordered set T. Naturally, the T-process 
is generalized to two-dimensional patterns as seen in cellular automata or tessellation 
automata. 
In this paper, we shall be concerned with a generalization of the o J-process to a 
two-dimensional one. That is, let ~o denote the set of positive integers, and A and B 
be arbitrary sets, respectively. First, we shall define an co~-process a a set of functions 
whose domain is o~ • o~ instead of the linearly ordered set ~o. The o~2-process i a 
subset S C A ~x~o. It  is interpreted as a set of two-dimensional patterns. An oJ~-system 
is defined as a subset S C_ A ,oxo~ • B~• Then, we shall introduce the concept of 
states to o)2-systems, and define causal oj2-systems in the similar way to [2]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove: 
(1) An arbitrary ~o2-system is equivalent to a causal J - sys tem;  
(2) the state equivalence problem of finite causal o)2-system is unsolvable; and 
(3) to show the unsolvability of some interesting decision problems of finite 
causal J - sys tems which are obtained as a generalization of the finite automata 
theory. 
I. o)2-SYSTEMS 
Let oJ denote the set of positive integers, and A and B be nonempty sets, respec- 
tively. 
We consider a set 
A'~176 = ( f  I f :  a, • w --',- A),  
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and define an ~o2-process as a subset S _C A ,o• An oJ2-system is defined as a subset 
S C A ,oxo~ x B~X% Then, a causal J - sys tem is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An J - sys tem S is called causal iff there exists a 7-tuple 
(Q0, Q, ~x, ~-2,7, 0, F) of sets satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) 9o-C 9; 
(ii) F_C Q; 
(iii) ~'1: Q x A --~ Q, where ~1: (Q - F) x A --> (Q - F); 
(iv) ~'2: Q x A -+ Q, where r~: (Q --  F) X A --~ (Q - F); 
(v) T:Q xQ x A- -+Q, where r: (Q --  F) xQ x A --+ (Q -- F), 
, :  Q • (Q - F) x A --~ (Q - F); 
(vi) 1-*: Qo x A ~x~ x (w x oJw{(0, 1)}) --+ Q, where r* is defined as follows: 
~-*(q, x, O, 1) = q', 
~-*(q, x, m + 1, 1) = "rxO'*(q, x, m, 1), x(m + 1, 1)), 
**(q, x, 1, n + 1) : T2(7*(q, x, 1, n), x(1, n + 1)), 
**(q, x, m + I, n - /  1) : ~-(z*(q, x, m + 1, n), r*(q, x, m, n + 1), x(m + 1, n + 1)), 
where m v ~ 0 and n v~ 0; 
(vii) 0: F -+ B; 
(viii) (x, y) E S 
<:> (3q)(Vm)(Vn)[(m, n) ~ ~ • oa :~ q ~ Qo & ~*(q, x, m, n) EF  & 
y(m, n) = O(r*(q, x, m, n))]. 
In this definition, 0o,  Q, ~'1, r , ,  r, 0, and F are said a set of initial states, a set of 
states, a first neighboring state function, a second neighboring state function, a neighboring 
state function, an output function, and a set of final states, respectively. Also, Q -F  
is said a set of dead states. We notice here that y(m, n) is determined by an input 
pattern {x(i,j) ] 1 ~< i ~ m and 1 ~< j ~< n} and an initial state, and that the name 
"causal" corresponds to this matter. 
We shall now show that an arbitrary co2-system is equivalent to a causal off-system. 
LEMMA 1.1. Every causal oJ2-system is an mZ-system. 
Proof. By the definition, this is obvious. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Every o~-system is a causal co2-system. 
Proof. Let S be an oJ~-system and S _C A o~xo X B ~•176 From the set S, we define 
a new set R as follows. 
R = {(f,g, m, n ) [ ( f ,g )  E S & m~ & n~ ~o). 
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Further, let R 0 be a set {(f, g) I (f, g) E S} and R 1 be {(f, g, 0, 1) ] (f, g) e S}. We 
define a set P of states as RURoURt~~ where p is a new symbol. Ro, RoVRt~~ 
and {p} denote a set of initial states, a set of final states, and a set of dead states, 
respectively. 
Then,  we shall define neighboring state functions Xa, X~, X, and X* as follows. 
X~: P • A -~P ( i=  1,2), 
x :PxP•  A -+P,  
x*: Ro x A~x~ x (,,, x o,,,{(o, 1)}) -+ P. 
where X~: {P} • d --* {p}; 
where X: {P} X P X d --* {p}, 
X: P X {p} X d -+ {p}; 
In  the above definition, X1, X2, X, and X* satisfy the following. For all (f, g) ~ R0, 
all s ~ P and all a ~ A, 
X,((f, g), a) = p (i = 1, 2), 
x((f, g), *, ~) = p, 
X(s, (f, g), a) = p, 
and for all (fx, gl), (f2, g~) ~ S, ml ,  n l ,  ms, n2 e oJ and all a e d ,  
x((fx, gx, ml + 1, na), (f~, gz,  m 2 
( f l ,  g l ,  ml 21- 1, /'ll .ql_ 1), 
| 
tP ,  
n 2 + 1), a) 
if f x=f~,g l=g=,mx=mz,n l=n2 
and a = fl(ml + 1, n 1 + 1), 
otherwise, 
and for ml E ou{0}, n 1 ~ oa and all a ~ A, 
l f f .  g l ,  ml + 1, 1), Xl((f l ,  g l ,  ml ,  1), a) = I ' s~ '  
tP, 
x2((A, g l ,  1, n3, a) = 1 (k '  
1, gl ,  nl + 1), 
~P, 
x,((f~, g l ,  ml ,  nt), a) = p (i = I, 2), if 
Further, 
if a ----fl(m t + 1, 1), 
otherwise, 
if a = fl(1, nl + 1), 
otherwise, 
m x:# 1 and nl :# 1. 
X*((f,g), x, O, 1) = (f,g, O, 1), 
X*((f, g), x, m + 1, 1) = Xl(X*((f, g), x, m, 1), x(m + 1, 1)), 
x*((f, g), x, l, n + 1) = xdx*((f,  g), x, I, n), xO, n + 0), 
X*(( f ,g) ,x ,m+ 1, n+ 1) 
= X(X*((f, g), x, m + 1, n), X*((f, g), x, m, n + l), x(m + 1, n + I)). 
Finally, an output function ~ is defined as o: RouR1uR --,- B which satisfies 
a((f, g, m, n)) = g(m, n). 
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After the above-mentioned preparation, we consider a 7-tuple (R0, P, Xl, X2, X, 
~, Ro'-'Rlt-'R). Then, it is easily known from the construction that this 7-tuple satisfies 
Definition 1.1. 
Thus, we obtain this lemma. Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 1.1 and 1.2, we get the following equivalence theorem which is (1) 
of the Introduction. 
THEOREM 1.3. The set of eoZ-systems i equivalent o the set of causal oJ2-systems. 
Let us now consider a modification of Definition 1.1. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An oJ2-system S is called nondeterministic-causal iff there exists 
a 7-tuple (Q0, Q, ~-1, ~-2, % 0, F) of sets satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) Q0 _c Q; 
(ii) F C_ Q; 
(iii) ~-,: Q • A --~ 2 ~ (i = 1, 2), 
(iv) T:Q •  •  ~ 
where ~'i: (Q - F) x A ~ 2(~ 
where z: (Q - F) x Q x A --+ 2 (~ 
~-: Q • (Q - -F )  • A --+ 2(o-F~; 
(v) T*: Qo • A~215 • (o~ • oy{(0, 1)}) -+ 2 ~ where ~* is defined as follows. 
**(q, x, 0, 1) = (q'}, 
~*(q, x, m + 1, 1) --~ ~'l(**(q, x, m, 1), x(m + 1, 1)), 
T*(q, X, 1, n + 1) = *2(**(q, x, 1, n), x(1, n + 1)), 
~'*(q, x, m + l, n + 1) = ~'(~'*(q, x m + 1, n), **(q, x, m, n + 1), x(m + 1, n + l)), 
where m # 0 and n =/= 0; 
(vi) 0: F --+ B; 
(vii) (x, y) ~ S 
-r (3q)(Vm)(Vn)[(m, n) ~ oJ • co => [q ~ Qo & "r*(q, x, m, n) (~ F ~ 
& y(m, n) E O(T*(q, X, m, n) ~F)]  & [(Vv)(Vw){(y(m, 1) = O(v) 
y(m + 1, 1) ~ O(Tx(v, x(m + 1, 1)))) & (y(1, n) = O(w) ~ y(l ,  n + 1) 
O(T2(W, X(1, n + 1)))) & (y(m + 1, n) = O(v) &y(m, n + 1) = O(w) 
y(m + 1, n + 1) ~ O(T(v, w, x(m + 1, n + 1))))}]]. 
An ~oZ-system of Definition 1.1 is said deterministic-causal in case of need to 
distinguish from a nondeterministic one. 
Then, we have the following corollary from Theorem 1.3. 
COROLL~Y 1.4. Every nondeterministic-causal w2-system is equivalent o a deter- 
ministic-causal co2-system. 
Proof. Since every nondeterministic-causal ~o2-system is an oJ~-system, this 
corollary is obvious from Theorem 1.3. Q.E.D. 
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2. FINITE CAUSAL o)2-SYSTEMS 
In this section, we shall consider a special case of causal w~-systems in which the 
sets A, B, and Q are all finite. Such co2-systems are called finite causal eo2-systems. 
Then, we notice that Corollary 1.4 (the equivalence theorem) is broken in the case 
of finite causal coS-systems, ince it is based on the infiniteness of states. That is, 
there exists a finite nondeterministic-causal eo2-system which is not equivalent o 
any finite deterministic-causal coS-system. It is shown by considering a finite non- 
deterministic-causal ~o2-system S C A .~x~ • B ~x~ satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) a = {a); 
(2) B = {0, 1}; 
(3) rl: Q • A --+ 2 ~ where Q is a finite set {ql, q2}, and this is shown in Fig. 1 ; 
(4) , z :Q x A -~Q;  
(5) -r:Q •  •  
(6) O(qx) = 0 and O(q2) = 1; 
(7) S v~ 4. 
a 
Fmu~ 1 
Because the above-mentioned system S has infinite elements while every finite 
deterministic-causal J - sys tem with one input symbol consists of finite elements. 
Finite causal coS-systems may be considered as a generalization of the finite automata 
to two-dimensional case. Therefore, we have similar theorems to those in the finite 
automata theory. But, it is very interesting that there are some theorems which do 
not hold in the finite automata theory. Let us now consider such theorems. 
An ~-sys tem S C A ~• x B ~x~ is called a modified finite causal ~-system iff 
there exists a 7-tuple (Q0, Q, ~'1, ~2, r, 8, F) satisfying the following conditions. 
(0) Q is a finite set; 
(i) go c Q; 
(ii) F_CQ; 
(iii) r l :Q  • A -~Q,  where rl: (Q -- F) x A -+(Q- -F ) ;  
(iv) r~: Q x A --~ Q, where to: (Q - -F )  x A --~ (Q - -F ) ;  
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(v) r :Q  •  •  • A~Q,  where r: (Q --  F) •  •  • A ---,- (Q -- F), 
9 :Q x (~? -F )  x Q x A -+(Q --F), 
~: 0 x Q x (Q --  F) x A --~ (Q --  F); 
(vi) r*: Q0 • Aoxo • (~o • o~v{(O, 1)}) --+ Q, where r* is defined as follows. 
r*(q, x, O, 1) = q', 
r*(q, x, m + I, 1) ---- rx(r*(q, x, m, 1), x(m + 1, 1)), 
~*(q, x, l, n + 1) = .d .* (q ,  x, I, n), xO, n + 0), 
r * (q ,x ,m+ 1, n+ 1) 
~--- r(r*(q, x, m + 1, n), v*(q, x, m, n), **(q, x, m, n + 1), x(m + l, n + 1)), 
where m ~ 0 and n =# 0; 
(vii) 0 :F~B;  
(viii) (x, y) e S 
(3q)(Vm)(Vn)[(m, n) ~ ~o • w => q eQo & r*(q, x, m, n) eF  & 
y(m, n) = O(r*(q, x, m, n))]. 
Then, we have the following lemmas and theorem which are similar to those 
in the finite automata theory. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every finite causal o~2-system is a modified finite causal one. 
Proof. This is obvious by the definition. That is, it is sufficient o define r and 
r* of modified finite causal w2-system by introducing a dummy variable to r of finite 
causal one. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Every modified finite causal w2-system is a finite causal one. 
Proof. First, we define a set ~J of new states from states of given modified finite 
causal ~o2-system S,, .  That is, 
= {(qi, qj) [ qi ,  q~ ~ Q where Q is set of states of Sin}. 
Next, we shall define a set ~0 of initial states and a set _~ of final states as follows. 
~o = {(q/, q,) J qi E Qo, where Q0 is a set of initial states of S,n}, 
/~ = {(q,, q~)l(qi ,  q~)E~ and q~ aF,  where F is a set of final states of Sin}. 
Further, we define new functions 71, ?2, ? from rx, r2, r of S,, as follows. For 
all a 6 A, 
?l((qi , q,), a) = (qj , qk), where rl(q, , a) = qk, 
?2((qi, qJ'), a) = (q~, qk), where %(q~, a) = qk, 
?((qk , q~), (q~ , qz), a) = (q, , q.,), where z(q~, q,, q,, a) = qm. 
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And also, e*: ~0 X A ox~ • (o~ X 
r , q~), x, O, 1) 
9 *((q~, q3, x, ,n + 1, 1) 
~*((qi, q,), x, 1, n + 1) 
~*((q,, q,), x, m + l, n + 1) 
-~- ~(~*((qi , q~), x, m + 1, 
where m :# 0 and n :/: 
Finally, ~ is defined as follows. 
0('~*((q,, q,), x, m, n)) ~- O(q~,), 
wu{(0, 1)}) --~ Q is defined as follows. 
= (q,, q,), 
~--- ~l(~*((q,, qi), x, m, 1), x(m + 1, 1)), 
= ~2(e*((q,, q~), x, 1, n), x(l, n + 1)), 
n), e*((qi,  qi), x, m, n + 1), x(m + 1, n + 1)), 
0. 
where ~*((qi , qi), x, m, n) = (qB , q~) ~1~. 
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Then, the 7-tuple (0o,  0, "~x, "~z, e, ~i, p) define a finite causal oJZ-system ~. Thus, for 
the proof of this lemma it is sufficient o prove: (x, y) e S,, ~ (x, y) e S. 
(x, y) e Sm ~ (x, y) e S. (1) 
From (x, y) e S,~, we have 
(3q)(u n) e o~ • oJ => q eQo & r*(q, x, m, n) eF  & y(m, n) = O(z*(q, x, m, n))]. 
Thus, from the definition we have 
(gq)(Vm)(Vn)[(m, n) e w • o~ =~ (q, q) too  & ~-*((q, q), x, m, n) eP  & 
y(m, n) = O(e*((q, q), x, m, n))]. 
Therefore, we get (x, y) e ~. 
(x, y) e S ~ (x, y) e S~.  (2) 
We can prove (2) by proceeding upwardly the proof of (1). 
From Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. The set of modified finite causal J - sys tem is equivalent o the set 
of finite causal w2-systems. 
Now, let us consider an equivalence problem of initial states q~ and qs of finite 
causal oJ2-system (Qo, Q, rx, 7z, T, 0, F). 1 An equivalence of two initial states q, 
and qj is defined with the same way as in the finite automata theory. 
DEFImTION 2.1. Two initial states qi and qj in Q0 of finite causal oJ~-system S
is said to be equivalent iff for every x such that (3y)[(x, y) e S] we have the following. 
(Vm)(Vn)[(m, n) e o~ X ,o => 8(~-*(qi , x, m, n) = O(**(q~ , x, m, n))]. 
a In the following, we consider a finite causal ~o~-system in the form (Q0, Q, *1 , r~, r, 0, F). 
57I/Io/2-7 
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It is well known that in the finite automata the problem to decide whether or not 
two initial states qi and q~. are equivalent is solvable. In the finite causal toe-systems, 
however, this decision problem is unsolvable. Let us prove the interesting unsolvability 
of this decision problem. This is shown by a reduction to the unsolvability of halting 
problem of Turing machine. It  is well known that the following familiar halting 
problem of Turing machine is unsolvable. 
(liB) To decide, given any Turing machine, whether or not it 
eventually halts if the initial tape is blank. 
We shall refer to Wang [3] to make a relation of the present decision problem 
to (HB). We shall assume one special formulation of Turing machines. It  is known 
that similar considerations are applicable to other formulations. We use a one-way 
infinite tape, take ql as the initial state, the leftmost square of the tape as the initially 
scanned square, two tape symbols S o (blank) and S 1 (marked), the basic acts R (shift 
the head right one square), L (shift the head left one square), S 1 (print St) , S 0 (print So). 
Each machine has a finite number of states ql ,..., qn and at each moment, the present 
state and the content of the scanned square together determine the acts (one print 
act and one shift act) to be taken as well as the state at the next moment. 
We construct a figure from a given Turing machine as follows. We explain an 
example, but the method is general. Let a given Turing machine T be as follows. 
qlSoS1Rq~ 
qlSiS~Rq~ 
q~SoSoRq3 
q~SlSoLqa 
qaSoS1Lqa 
q3S1SoLqa 
qaSoSoLql 
Then, we construct a two-dimensional pattern Fig. 2. 
(1) The x-coordinate represents tape configurations. 
(2) The y-coordinate represents times. 
(3) An initial configuration begins from the square (1, 1), and every next con- 
figuration is shifted to right one square from the preceding configuration. 
(4) The initial scanned symbol is marked with (()), and every other scanned 
symbol is marked with ().  
(5) Further, every scanned square and the next right square have quintuple 
corresponding to the square symbol and state. 
(6) When a corresponding quintuple is not found in the given Turing machine, 
one writes --  to the squares. 
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10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
§ ~ Sl So 
3 
q~S~$cPq qzSoSo~a! 
+ SI 2 ~So) So 
qlSeSlfiq:l qlSoSlPq2 
So S~ 
1 2 3 
S0 
(s~) so 
q3SISoLq~ q~S~SoLq~ 
+ § S2 (Sl) So S~ 
q2SiSoLq~ a2SIS~Lq~ I 
+ ~ Sa Sl (S*) So So 
I ~ISoS1Nq2 ql$og:Eq: 
SI (So) Sl So S~ 80 
0ISISIRqI qlSISl~ql 
(Sl) S~ SI So Sa So S~ 
q~SoSoLql q~SoEoLq: 
(So) SI Sc $~ So S~ So 
q3SoS11q, q3SoSILq~ 
80 S0 Sc S0 S0 (so) so 
So So SQ 80 So $o S~ 
So s So S~ SO S O So 
6 ? 8 9 i0 ii 
F,curm 2 
Now, we can define a finite causal J -system corresponding to the construction 
of Fig. 2. That is, we consider symbols of squares (m, n) as states, and take an input 
set A as (a}. Then, we can easily define a modified finite causal con-system from the 
construction of Fig. 2. Then, it is known from the undecidability of halting problem 
of Turing machine that the following decision problem (A) is unsolvable. 
(A) To decide, for an arbitrary given finite causal eo~-system with one input 
symbol, whether or not it will meet with a given special state under starting 
from a given initial state. 
Because, we do not have a general procedure to decide whether or not a square symbol 
having -- eventually appears under starting from a given initial scanned square 
symbol. 
From the matter mentioned above, we get the following theorem which is (2) 
of the Introduction. 
THeoREM 2.4. A problem to decide whether or not two states q~ and q~ in Qo of 
finite causal oJ~-s)'stern are equivalent is unsolvable. 
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Proof. First, let us consider two finite causal oJ~-systems S 1 and S 2 both of which 
have only one input symbol a and the same output symbols 0, 1 and have no dead 
state. Let (Qo 1, Q1, ~11, r x, Ta, 0 t, F 1) and (Qo 2, Q2, r12, ~2, r2, 03, F ~) correspond to S I 
and $2, respectively. Generally, it can be assumed that QI and Q~ are disjoint. Then, 
we define a direct sum (Qo +, Q+, rl+, ~-2 +, r +, 0 +, F +) of (Qo a, QX, r11, r21, ~1, 01, F1) and 
(Qo ~, Q2, rl ~, r22, r~, 02, F ~) as follows. 
(1) Qo + is Qo 1 u 9o2; 
(2) Q+ is Q1 w Q2 td {r}, where r is a new symbol; 
(3) F+ is F 1 u F2; 
(~'11(q,, a), if q, eQ1, 
(4) rl+(qt, a) = 1r a), if q, e Q~', 
r, otherwise; 
(r21(q,,a), if q ieQ 1, 
(5) r2+(q,, a) = Ir2=(q~' a), if q, eQ=, 
r, otherwise; 
(rl(q,, q~, a), if q,, q~ e 91, 
(6) T+(q~, q j ,  a) = ir~(q" qj' a), if q,, qi eQa, 
r, otherwise; 
(7) ~-+* is defined in the usual way with TI+, r2 +, and r+; 
10a(q~)' if q~ ~ F 1, 
(8) O+(qi) = {O~(q,), if q, eF  z. 
Let us now assume that 01(qa) = 0 for all qa eFX except 01(q,) = 1 for some q~, 
and that OZ(q,) = 0 for all q, e F ~. 
Thus, it follows from (A) that the equivalence problem of q~, q~ of Q+ is unsolvable. 
Because for an arbitrary (Qo 1, Q1, z11, r l, rl, 01, F t) of an initial state q~ e Qo 1 and 
of a final state q, eF  t the decision problem of meeting of qt with q,~ is unsolvable, 
and qi, q~ (e Qo +) are not equivalent iff qi meets with q. .  Q.E.D. 
3. DECISION PROBLEMS OF FINITE CAUSAL eo2-SYSTEMS 
Theorem 2.4 is one of undecidable theorems of finite causal oJZ-systems which 
is decidable in the case of finite automata. In this section, we shall consider some 
interesting decision problems of finite causal o~Z-systems obtained as generalizations 
of the finite automata. 
THEOREM 3.1. A decision problem whether or not any given finite causal mS-system 
(Qo , Q, zx , r~ , ~, o, F) is ~ is unsolvable. 
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It  is easily shown from the finite automata theory that a similar decision problem 
of finite causal w-systems is solvable. However, for finite causal ~o~-systems this 
is unsolvable. It  is proved along the line of Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. We consider a finite causal w2-system (Q0, Q, rx, r2, r, 0, F) whose initial 
state is only one, and show that the decision problem of this w2-system is unsolvable. 
We consider here the origin-constrained domino problem in [3]. That is, there 
are infinitly many square plates (the domino types) of the same size (say, all of the 
unit area) with edges colored, one color on each edge but different edges may have 
the same color. The type of a domino is determined by the color on its edges and 
we are not permitted to rotate or reflect any domino. There are infinitely many pieces 
of every type. We consider a game concerning to a finite set of types which tries 
to cover up the whole first quadrant of the infinite plane with dominoes of these 
types starting the origin occupied a domino type C so that all corners fall on the 
lattice points and any type adjoing edges have the same color. 
Then, it is known that the above-mentioned origin-constrained domino problem 
to decide, for any given set P of domino type, whether or not P has a solution is 
unsolvable. 
By making use of the unsolvability of the origin-constrained domino problem, 
we can prove this theorem. 
We construct a finite causal w2-system from any given domino game. Let 
{/)1, D2 ..... Dk} be a set of domino types, and I(Di), u_(Di), r(D~), and ~(Dt) mean 
colors of /eft ,  under, right, and upper edges type Dt ,  respectively. First, assume 
that the origin is occupied by D 1 . 
Then, we consider a finite causal (o2-system S (C A o~• • B ~•176 as follows. 
(1) t/  = {(1(/)1) , y(D~)) ..... (l(Dk), _u(Dk))}; 
(2) B = {Da, D e,..., Ok}; 
(3) Q = {q, q', D 1 , D~ ..... D~, p}, where p is a dead state; 
(4) Qo = {q}; 
(5) r 1 , r2, r, and ~-* are defined in the usual way, but they satisfy the following 
conditions. 
**(q, x, O, 1) = 
~'i(q', (/(D1),-u(D1))) = 
"c,(q', (I(D,), u_(D~))) = 
.q(Di,  (l(D,), u(Dj))) = 
r~(Di, (l(D~), u(D~))) = 
~-(D, , D~ , (l(Dh), u_(Dh))) = 
qt, 
D1, (i = 1, 2); 
p (i ----- 1, 2 and j  @ 1); 
I Dj ,  if r(D~) =/(Dj ) ;  p, otherwise; 
I Da, if ~(Di) ----- _u(D~.), p, otherwise; 
tDh, if ~(Dt) = _u(Dn) 
p, otherwise; 
and r(Dj) -~ l(Da), 
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(6) F = {q, q', Dx, D 2 ..... Dk}; 
(7) O(D,) = D, .  
Then, it is known from the above construction of finite causal co2-system that 
an existence of solution of domino problem depends on nonemptiness of the corre- 
sponding (a2-system. Thus, if the decision problem of this theorem is solvable, then 
the origin-constrained domino problem is also solvable. But, it is known that the 
origin-constrained domino problem is unsolvable. Thus, it follows that the decision 
problem of the theorem is unsolvable. 
Therefore, we get this theorem. Q.E.D. 
Now, let us consider another decision problem which is closely related to the 
finite automata theory. Assuming emptiness of dead states and B = {0, 1}, we say 
that an input pattern {f (x ,y ) ]  1 ~ x ~ m and 1 ~y  ~ n} is accepted by a finite 
causal co2-system defined with G = ({q0}, Q, rl , ~2 , *, O,F) if O(**(q o , f ,  m, n)) = 1. 
This definition is a generalization of finite state languages to two-dimensional patterns. 
We write L(G) for the set of patterns accepted by G. We shall consider the decision 
problem of L(G1) = L(G2) for arbitrarily given two G 1 and G 2 . 
THEOREM 3.2. The decision problem of L(G1) = L(G2) for arbitrarily given two G~ 
and G 2 which correspond to two finite causal oJ2-systems is unsolvable. 
Proof. First, we define the direct product G of G 1 and G 2 in the similar method 
to the finite automata theory. That is, the direct product G = (Q0, Q, *x, ~2, ~, o, F) 
of G1 = ((qol), Qt, ./.11, ./.31, T1, 01, F 1) and G 2 = ({qa2}, Q2, z1~ ' r2z, r2, 03, F 2) which have 
the same one input symbol is defined as follows. 
(1) Oo = {(qo 1, qo2)}; 
(2) Q=Q~ • 
(3) F=F ~ • 
(4) ~l((qi , q~), a) = (rll(qi , a), T12(q~ , a)); 
(5) 'r2((ql, q,), a) = (r2~(q,, a), ~-~(q~, a)); 
(6) T((qi, qs), (qk, qt), a) = (~.l(qi, qk, a), TZ(q~, qt, a)); 
(7) ~'* is defined by r l ,  ~'~, and ~- in the usual way; 
l l, if 0i(q,) = 1 and O~(q~) = 1, 
(8) O((q~, q~.)) = 0, otherwise. 
Now, (A) states that the decision problem of meeting of an initial state q01 with 
a special state q~ is recursively unsolvable. 
Then, we take the G 1 such that Ol(qi) = 1 for all q~ EF 1 except 01(q~) = 0 for 
the special state q. mentioned above, and a G 2 such that OZ(q~) = 1 for all qj ~F  2. 
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Then, it is known that in the direct product G of those G 1 and (72 the decision problem 
of meeting of (q01, q0 z) with (q~, q~) is unsolvable. Thus, it follows from the definitions 
of 81, 03 that the decision problemL(G1) = L(G~) is unsolvable. Q.E.D. 
There are some interesting decision problems such that L(G1)C_L(G2) obtained 
from problems in the finite automata theory. But, they are discussed similarly to 
Theorem 3.2. 
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